Abstract. We introduce a property L for a subset of a manifold which enables us to pass the geometric linking property from the manifold to this subset. We prove that cubes with handles M and N are linked if and only if subsets X ⊂ Int M and Y ⊂ Int N having property L are linked. We present a criterion which shows that many known Cantor sets explicitly given by defining sequences have this property. As an application of the property L we extend the theorem on rigid Cantor sets thus allowing slightly more complicated terms in their defining sequences.
Introduction
Linking of compact sets is strongly related to various problems regarding Cantor sets. Sher [7] used linking argument to prove that varying the number of components in the defining sequence of Antoine necklace yields inequivalently embedded Cantor sets. The definition of simple linking type was modelled on neighbouring tori in the defining sequence for Antoine necklace. Essentially the same linking was used by Daverman and Edwards [4] proving that there exists some class of submanifolds of codimension 2 in a given manifold which can be approximated by Cantor sets. Shilepsky [8] proved that there exists a rigid Cantor set in E 3 using the result of Sher [7] . Wright [9] later generalized this result to arbitrary E n , n ≥ 3. In that paper the notion of linking was defined by nontriviality of some homomorphism of certain fundamental groups.
Let E n be the n-dimensional Euclidean space and A, B ⊂ E n disjoint closed subsets. We say that A and B are (geometrically) unlinked if there exists an (n − 1)-dimensional sphere S ⊂ E n which separates A and B. We say that A and B are (geometrically) linked if such a sphere doesn't exist. One usually proves that two sets are geometrically unlinked by explicitly constructing a separating sphere. Suppose now that we have manifolds M and N with subsets X ⊆ M and Y ⊆ N . If X and Y are the cores of respective manifolds it is obvious that X and Y are geometrically linked if and only if M and N are geometrically linked. (This is the common setting for consecutive terms of defining sequence for Antoine necklace.)
We will introduce a property L which enables us to prove that subsets X ⊆ M and Y ⊆ N having this property are linked if M and N are linked (Theorem 2.4), thus extending linking lemma in [10, 2.1] or linking theorem [9, 4.4 ] to more complicated terms. As a corollary we will extend the theorem on rigid Cantor sets in E 3 allowing slightly more complicated terms in their defining sequences. Theorem 2.2 allows us to effectively check whether some finite union of cubes with handles in a given cube with handles has the property L. Although the conditions of the theorem seem technical they can be easily checked for lot of known Cantor sets which are given by defining sequences.
If one replaces the property L by geometric centrality the criterion similar to Theorem 2.2 can be proved. However it is not known yet (Conjecture 3.2) whether the same replacement can be done in the linking Theorem 2.4.
Property L
Let M be a compact manifold with boundary. We denote the interior of the manifold M (in the manifold sense) by Int M and its boundary by Fr M .
Let M ⊂ E n be a compact n-manifold with boundary. We say that a closed subset A ⊂ Int M has the property L in M , if for every n-disk
Assertion 2.1. Let M ⊂ E n be a compact n-manifold with boundary and
is a homeomorphism which is the identity on Fr M . Finally we define Then N has the property L in M .
Proof. Let us denote
We shall modify the part of the disk B which lies in M so that the modified disk will not intersect A. Hence using the property L for A one can further modify the disk B such that B ∩ M lies arbitrary close to Fr M .
Let B ⊂ E 3 be a 3-disk disjoint with N . Using a small move in Int M \ N we can assume that Fr B intersects |D| transversally. Fix an arbitrary 2-disk D ∈ D. The set B ∩ D is either empty or its every component is a disk with (possibly zero) holes. We repeat the procedure for other 2-disks in D. We end up with 3-disk B satisfying Fr B ∩ N * = ∅. Since A ⊂ N * has a property L we can modify B accordingly.
We have used the following observation: Proof. We use induction on the number n of arcs in T . The case n = 1 is obvious. Now let there be n + 1 arcs in T and let t be one of them. Using the inductive hypothesis, there exists a 2-disk E bounded by t ∈ T and l ∈ L for some t and l. If t ∩ E = ∅ then let E = E ; otherwise Fr t splits l in three arcs. In this case the disk E is bounded by one of them and t. 
3 is a 3-disk which can be pushed off M using property L. This contradicts the fact that
A defining sequence for a Cantor set X ⊂ E 3 is a sequence (M i ) of compact 3-manifolds M i with boundary such that (a) each M i consists of disjoint cubes with handles, (b) M i+1 ⊂ Int M i for each i, and (c) X = i M i . The set of all defining sequences for the Cantor set X is denoted by D(X). It is known (see [1] ) that every Cantor set has a defining sequence, but obviously the defining sequence is not unique. It is interesting to note, that one can prove a theorem similar to Theorem 2.2 replacing property L with geometric centrality. Despite strong similarity between these two theorems, the proofs are completely different. 2. We will make a proof by contradiction. Assume to the contrary that there exists some interior essential mapping f :
As it is proven below this mapping can be modified on the set Int H to obtain f (H) ∩ N * = ∅. But this is impossible since there exists some A ⊂ N * which is geometrically central in M . Choose arbitrary 2-disk D ∈ D and put f transversal to D. Then the set f −1 (D) consists of finitely many simply connected curves in H. The innermost of them (denote it by J 0 ) bounds some disk with holes H 0 such that f −1 (D) ∩ H 0 = J 0 . We will modify f near H 0 such that the modified f will not intersect D (on some neighbourhood of H 0 ).
Since 2-disks in D can intersect each other, the set f −1 (|D|) consists of transversally intersecting simple closed curves in H. Hence f −1 (|D D |) ∩ H 0 consists of arcs and loops in H 0 . Both ends of all arcs lie in J 0 . Because of (ii) the arcs in H 0 are pairwise disjoint.
Let us orient J 0 and all 2-disks in
The point x will be endowed by E + or E − sign whether f (J 0 ) intersects E positively or negatively. If there exist two consecutive points (say x 1 , x 2 ∈ J 0 ∩ f −1 (E)) being endowed with different signs (say E + in E − ) one can modify f near J 0 and decrease the number of arcs in Figure 5 . A modification of f .
More precisely: let U be some small neighbourhood in H for that 2-disk in H 0 which is bounded by an arc x 1 x 2 of J 0 from x 1 to x 2 and the respective arc in f Definition 4.3. Let A ⊂ E n be an arbitrary (closed) set. We say that the set A is rigid, if for every homeomorphism f : E n → E n it holds: if f (A) = A then f | A = id A .
There are many examples of rigid sets. Martin [6] has constructed a rigid 2-sphere in E 3 , Böthe [2] has constructed a rigid simple closed curve in E 3 . Then X is a rigid Cantor set.
Proof. This is essentially [10, Theorem 3.2].
As it was implicitly proven in Lemma 4.4 the Cantor set which was used as a building block in the construction [10] of a rigid Cantor set was unsplittable (i.e. no two of its points can by separated by a 2-sphere in its complement).
Hence by Theorem 4.5 we get a rigid Cantor set whose complement has a nontrivial fundamental group.
However, using a different approach Garity, Repovš andŽeljko proved [5] that there exists a rigid Cantor set in E 3 whose complement has a trivial fundamental group.
